Résumé
Steven Oosterbeek

Personal information
Name
First names
Nickname
City
Telephone
Email

Oosterbeek
Steven Robert
Steve
Tilburg
(+31) 6 403 757 80
steven@doorsteve.nl

Date of birth

12-10-1989

Place of birth

Dordrecht

Nationality

Dutch

Languages

Dutch (C2), English (B2)

Studies
2011 - 2015

Internships
Rotterdam University of

2013 - 2014

némata accentuate

Applied Sciences

Communications agency

Higher professional

Berlin

education

Full stack developer

Mediatechnology
Graduated in 2015 (Ing.)

2010 - 2011

Superlatief
Communications agency

2007 - 2011

Grafisch Lyceum Rotterdam

Rotterdam

Senior secondary

Graphic designer

vocational education
Media design
Graduated in 2011 (Masterclass)

2009 - 2010

fourdesign_
Communications agency
Sliedrecht

2002 - 2007

Insula College Thuredrecht
Preparatory secondary
vocational education
Graduated in 2007

Graphic designer

Working experience
2018 - now

Steve

Skills and passions
Development

HTML5, CSS3, BEM, JavaScript,

Specialised in web applications

Angular(js), Vue.js, Typescript, MVC,

Interface designer and developer

Loose coupling, Testing, Mocha,

Tilburg

Jasmine, Karma, Node.js, NPM,
Gulp.js, Automation, CSS transpiling,

2016 - 2018

Superlatief

SASS, LESS, PHP, Laravel, MySQL,

Communications agency

MongoDB, Restful API, Git, GitFlow,

Designer and full stack

scrum, agile

developer
Rotterdam

Sublime Text 3, Server management,
Linux, Terminal, cryptography

2014 - 2016

Freelancing
UI/UX design and development

Design

Dordrecht

User Interface design, User
Experience design, Sketch,
PhotoShop, InDesign, Illustrator

Hardware

MacBook Pro, Wacom Intuos 4

Projects

Earndrop and HappyBot

2018

In the year 2018 I was hired to help setting up the company of an old school friend, in the role
of Chief Technology Officer. Besides helping the company from an executive level, I was also
responsible for the development of Earndrop and the HappyBot.
Earndrop is a platform which enables new crypto coins to get their coins into rotation, and
enables the users of the platform to earn those coins by carrying out simple social tasks
like retweeting a post, subscribing to a Subreddit and liking a YouTube video. All tasks were
carried out programmatically via the according APIs, so giving people their earned coins was
fully automised.
I was also responsible for the development of the HappyBot; a Telegram bot. A bot, written
in JavaScript, that supported our moderators in the Telegram channels. It would respond on

specific keywords, commands and questions of the users in order to help them get to know
the coin project.
Skills: HTML5, CSS3, LESS, JavaScript, Vue.js, Node.js, Webpack, PHP, Laravel, MySQL, Telegraf

Coolblue Telefoon Reparatie, Superlatief

2017

Superlatief is also one of the few external parties with wich Coolblue collaborates in the
field of online development. Because of this I developed the website of “Coolblue Telefoon
Reparatie” in 2017 - including the interactive tunnel for placing an order - from scratch. The
design was however made according to Coolblue’s strict guidelines by one of my colleagues.
Skills: HTML5, CSS3, LESS, BEM, JavaScript, Node.js, Gulp, PHP

Climatools, Superlatief

2016 - 2017

Superlatief also joined hands with a refrigerant technician for the development of a webapplication for
the registration of refrigerants according the European Law. At the end of 2016 and the whole year of
2017 I fully designed and developed the frontend from scratch. Using Sketch for the design and modern
web technologies and techniques for the developmen.
Skills: Sketch, HTML5, CSS3, LESS, BEM, JavaScript, Angular.js, Node.js, Gulp

Lay’s promotions, Superlatief

2016 - 2017

Because Superlatief is one of PepsiCo’s preferred suppliers, they design and develop most of Lay’s
promotion websites for the Netherlands and Belgium. Because of this I designed and developed a
couple of these promotion websites within my time at Superlatief, in the years 2016 and 2017.
Unfortunately all these actions are already finished and offline, and I myself am no longer in possession
of the made designs. I would however like to mention two actions that I am proud of; “Vier de finale!”

and “Win een droomreis”. The design of the first mentioned promotion ended up at the board of
UEFA and got approved right away. For the latter there has been a lot of promotion within both the
Netherlands and France; both on the shop floor as with commercials on the television which you can
still find on the internet.
Skills: Sketch , HTML5, CSS3, LESS, PHP, MySQL

Other notable things

Minor: Enabling the Networked Society

2014 - 2015

Between September 2nd 2014 and the 3rd of February 2015 I followed the minor Enabling the
Networked Society. Within this minor I was being thought how network technology works, both in
theory and in practice. Including fiberglas, the new IPv6, OAuth 2.0, cryptography and the most well
known type of servers and protocols which are the foundation for today’s internet. I was also being
thought how cloud computing works, how virtualization works and how to process Big Data with
Hadoop, including Pig, Hive and loading the data out of MongoDB.
Skills: Cryptography, Linux, server management, Hadoop, Pig, Hive, MongoDB, Node.js

Erasmus MC Thuis

2014

Between February 2nd and the 22nd of June 2014 I have been working on my graduate thesis at the
Erasmus Medical Center, where I developed the “Erasmus MC Thuis” concept. I have researched how to
effectively translate the current support for parents who need to give their child tube feeding at home
to a multimedia solution. For achieving the best possible result, I worked together with the Intensive
Care Children of Erasmus MC Sophia Children’s hospital and the Communications department. Finally,
two products were designed, created and tested with final users: a mobile application prototype (web
app) and a CMS.

Skills: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Angular.js, Node.js, MongoDB, Express, Handlebars, HapiJS

Philips Healthcare project, Shanghai

2014

Within the period of October 21st till November 1st of 2014 I was in Shanghai with the Rotterdam
University of Applied Sciences to work on a project for Philips Healthcare, in cooperation with the
Donghua University of China. In this project I teamed up with one other Dutch student and three
Chinese students. The intention was to design a concept (service) in three days, which would improve
the relationship and trust between several stakeholders within the hospitals in China.
Skills: Conceptualisation, user experience design

